
Electoral College Myths 

Myth #1: A national popular vote will leave small states behind 

FALSE. That is actually how the system works now, under the Electoral College. With the exception of 

New Hampshire, small states are completely ignored during presidential elections. You simply don’t see 

candidates visiting Wyoming, Alaska, the Dakotas, Hawaii, Vermont, Rhode Island, West Virginia, or 

Montana. The results in those states (and others) are foregone conclusions, and are ignored by 

candidates for President. Under a National Popular Vote, a vote in California counts as much as a vote in 

Idaho, and Presidential candidates would be forced to look for votes wherever they can. This includes 

small states.  

 

Myth #2: A candidate would only campaign in populous cities to win the popular vote 

FALSE. A popular talking point among National Popular Vote skeptics, the math on this claim simply 

doesn’t add up. The most populous cities in the country (350,000+ people) only account for about 15% 

of the US population. So even if every single person in those cities is a registered voter and every single 

person in those cities votes for the same candidate, you still do not have enough votes to win a popular 

vote. Indeed, populous cities account for about 15% of the US population and vote about 60-40 for 

Democrats, while rural areas in the US also account for about 15% of the population and vote about 60-

40 for Republicans. The “populous city” myth is really a wash when looking at the country as a whole. 

As a microcosm for a National Popular Vote, we can look at Governor’s races in states. Perhaps the best 

state to look at is Texas, which has 5 of the country’s 13 most populous cities (Houston, San Antonio, 

Dallas, Austin, & Fort Worth). If ever there was a place to test the “only campaigning in populous cities” 

myth, it would be Texas. Since big cities favor Democrats, according to the “populous city” myth, they 

should elect Democrats statewide all the time right? Obviously, that's not the case. They haven't elected 

a Democratic Governor since 1990 and they haven't elected a Democratic Senator since 1988. It's clear 

that it takes more than big cities to carry a popular vote election. 

 

Myth #3: A National Popular Vote favors large states 

FALSE. While it’s true that some Founders may have thought this, it was a problem of modes of 

communication rather than a big state/small state divide. Voters in colonial America did not have the 

means to learn about each and every candidate, and would simply tend to favor a candidate from their 

home state. That indeed could advantage states like Virginia. However, in 2021 that is not a problem. 

People have all the knowledge in the history of the world in their pockets, and are able to learn about all 

candidates.  

Let us also not forget that 6 million people in California voted for the Republican presidential candidate 

in 2020. That’s more votes for the Republican candidate in one state than Republican votes in Arkansas, 

Idaho, Kansas, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, West Virginia, and 

Wyoming combined. And yet under the current system, those California Republican votes count for 

absolutely nothing. A National Popular Vote will change that, and indeed may encourage people who 

live in traditionally blue states such as California or New York to vote in presidential elections. These are 

people who may not normally vote because they know their preferred candidate will not win their state 

and decide to just sit out rather than spend their time voting for an inevitably losing candidate.  


